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1. Technology challenges that Cloud
can solve
You’ve heard the hype, you understand the principles of Cloud but you’re not 
yet convinced your business actually needs it. Your business needs to evolve 
over time though, and Cloud offerings have matured to the point where they 
are now well and truly mainstream. When government departments start using 
Public Cloud solutions you know the market has shifted.  

So what are the technical challenges in your business that Public, Private and 
Hybrid Cloud options may solve?

• Your Disaster Recovery plans struggled to gain momentum &
support in the past: Why delay when Public Cloud solutions can protect
your organisation today? Quickly. Easily. And cost-efficiently.

• Your Data Centre hardware is approaching end of life: Why replace
aged hardware when you can move to the Cloud?

• You’ve been waiting because of sovereignty concerns: Why wait when
Australian Data Centres are online?

• You need to support increased mobility: Why hesitate when Hybrid
Cloud can deliver seamless services to any device, anywhere.

• Your Data Centre is reaching capacity: Why expand when you can
supplement with on-demand Cloud?

1. Top 5 perceived benefits for 
transition to the cloud

Mobility/
Access

Scalability

Flexibility
Reduced costs

Quick deployment
of new services
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2. What is vCloud Air?
VMware vCloud Air is a Public Cloud platform that enables you to extend your Data 
Centre workloads into the Cloud with ease. It is built on the trusted foundation of 
vSphere, compatible with on-premises Data Centres, and includes infrastructure, 
Disaster Recovery, and various applications as service offerings in the Cloud. With 
vCloud Air you can:

• Migrate existing on-premises virtual machines to the Public Cloud, or start up
new application virtual machines directly in the Cloud.

• Easily move virtual machines and other business-critical workloads back and
forth to the location of your choice, based on the familiar foundation of vSphere.

VMware vCloud Air helps enterprises get to 
market faster by:

1. Virtualising and optimising infrastructure

2. Automating service delivery

3. Providing high availability for both traditional and
new applications types, such as Big Data.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ztj63zbU9Pg
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3. Disaster Recovery as a Service
Many companies around the world are in 
danger of failing to recover from a disaster or 
outage. Limited resources and time poor IT 
management means many organisations find 
themselves with gaps in Disaster Recovery 
coverage that put the business at risk. vCloud 
Air Disaster Recovery provides an easy to 
deploy, effective and cost-efficient solution.

vCloud Air 
Disaster Recovery

Simple Responsive
Easy to set up, deploy, and manage

Economical
Quickly scale-up protection of 
on-site applications, by tier and 
on demand

Compatible
Native Cloud-based disaster recovery 
capabilities for VMware vSphere® 
environment

High level of self-service capabilities, 
minimal con�guration and user training

Support business continuity, protection 
and recovery processes with resizable 
and reliable infrastructure resources in 

the Cloud.

Centrally manage and execute critical 
recovery processes with a single unified 
hybrid platform across both the on-site 
Data Centre and off-site Cloud services.

Reduce capital expenditures and scale 
infrastructure to meet your business 

demands effectively as a variable 
operating expense.

Recover critical applications in the 
Cloud and provide the protection and 

resiliency your organisation needs.

https://youtu.be/xf5vekzNkVs
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4. Replacing end of life hardware

Economic factors alone are rarely enough to trigger 
an organisation to shift to Cloud. A compelling event is 
needed to help tip an organisation’s cost justification to 
move.

Common triggers include on-premises hardware or 
software approaching end of life or new business growth. 
Faced with a need to replace expensive hardware and/or 
rapidly incorporate new businesses, new branches or new 
divisions, many organisations find a fresh consideration of 
Cloud options makes good business sense.

With most organisations working on a three to four year 
cycle for IT infrastructure capital expenditure, this cadence 
is driving momentum in Cloud adoption as each new cycle 
coincides with an ever more mature Cloud market.

vCloudAir extends vSphere virtualisation to the Cloud, avoiding 
the need for new infrastructure. 

For organisations nearing the end of a standard refresh cycle, vCloud Air provides a compelling 
option because:

• You do not need to move everything to the Cloud at once – vCloud Air makes it easy to scale
over time.

• If your existing on-site IT infrastructure is virtualised with VMware you are already running
vSphere.

• Once you’ve set up a virtual Data Centre and a network, you’re ready to deploy a virtual
machine. You can quickly and easily create a virtual machine in vCloud Air Virtual deployed
from scratch or from an existing catalog image.

• vCloudAir extends vSphere to the Cloud so you can replace end of life hardware with
scalable capacity in the Cloud.

https://youtu.be/v9cHlH_VWmk
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5. Extending your Data Centre
In times of flexing demand it no longer makes sense to continue 
investing in additional Data Centre hardware when Public and Hybrid 
Cloud solutions have come of age.

vCloud Air Public and Hybrid Cloud options make it possible to extend your Data Centre into the 
Cloud with no infrastructure changes and IT maintaining control of the resources and upgrades. 

Extend your applications reliably across your on-site and off-site 
infrastructure using the exact same tools and processes.

Data Centre Extension

Scale up or scale out with more capacity, spin up 
new apps, restore backups; leverage a second 
Data Centre that simply provides redundant 
capacity during seasonality or temporarily swap 
capacity while migrating Data Centres.

Gain Agility and Scale

Rapidly expand capacity to meet the 
demands of your business, either to 
support mergers and acquisitions or 
seasonal growth, without changing the way 
you manage and maintain applications.

Maintain Data Sovereignty

vCloud Air now provides Australian 
Public Cloud on demand which 
removes any concerns about 
latency or data sovereignty.

Expand Geographically

Extend your footprint  without 
the capital expense of building 
new Data Centres.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gb-wmCftqjs&feature=youtu.be
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6. Database as a Service
There are times, such as testing, when you need greater database capacity. 
Purchasing fixed hardware to cover those peaks leads to inefficient 
redundancy. There is a solution.

VMware vCloud Air SQL is an enterprise-class Database as a Service (DBaaS) 
that delivers quick access to scalable Cloud-hosted relational databases.

vCloud Air SQL is built on the trusted foundation of vSphere with the 
flexibility and surge capacity of vCloud Air OnDemand. This on demand model 
means that you can change your hybrid mix to adapt to peaks and troughs 
in demand. You can host Cloud native production applications or support 
hybrid data solutions that seamlessly and securely extend your on-premises 
databases to the Cloud.

Benefits include:

• Delivered in a cost-efficient, pay-as-you-go model

• Built on the trusted foundation of vSphere

• Supports Microsoft SQL Server, with flexible memory,
compute, and storage options

• Offers managed, isolated database instances with automated
administrative capabilities.

Choose from a variety of 
prede�ned database instance 

sizes with full transparency into 
compute power and memory.

Flexibility and 
transparency

Self-service 
provisioning
Create isolated and 

managed Microsoft SQL 
Server databases with the 

click of a button.

Choose from a variety of 
prede�ned database instance 

sizes with full transparency into 
compute power and memory.

Flexibility and 
transparency

Self-service 
provisioning
Create isolated and 

managed Microsoft SQL 
Server databases with 
the click of a button.

vCloud Air SQL is built on the 
same trusted infrastructure that 

VMware customers run 
on-premises, enabling application 

and data portability.

Hybridity and 
scalability

Enterprise-class 
service
Get the data security, 
mobility, and compliance 
that your enterprise needs.

vCloud Air SQL is built on the 
same trusted infrastructure that 

VMware customers run 
on-premises, enabling application 

and data portability.

Hybridity and 
scalability

Enterprise-class 
service

Get the data security, 
mobility, and compliance 

that your enterprise needs.

vCloud®  
Air™ SQL

vCloud  
Air SQL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dU9ZHGlpydU
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7. Enabling the
anywhere workplace
As you would expect, the potential 
business benefits of Cloud extend 
beyond your on-premises environment. 
The emergence of flexible Hybrid Cloud 
solutions also enables organisations to 
enhance support for employee mobility. 
With vCloud Air you can simplify the 
delivery of desktops and hosted apps as a 
Cloud service to end users on any device, 
anywhere.  

We call it The Anywhere Workplace.

Virtual Workspaces: Deliver a superior end-user experience, with an interface that adapts 
to the device. 

Mobile Applications: Build and host mobile applications in the Cloud while still relying 
on seamless integration back into the Data Centre for data and authentication service 
dependencies.

Mobile Access: Meet the demand for mobile access to applications, data, and services via 
any device delivering a consistent user experience, regardless of device format or brand, 
while standardising deployment, security and support.

Short-term Requirements: Satisfy the need to provide temporary workers or consultants 
short-term access to all the necessary desktop rights and resources in a matter of hours.

Quickly deliver reliable Web and mobile applications with seamless 
integration to on-site service dependencies on vCloud Air.

http://www.data3.com/theanywhereworkplace/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wva_fZcff7g&feature=youtu.be
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8. Development and
testing on the Cloud

Moving your development and testing 
to Hybrid Cloud is a cost-effective 
way to get on-demand capacity for a 
limited time. With vCloud Air, you can 
satisfy developers’ needs for an agile, 
dynamic environment to develop and test 
applications, while maintaining visibility, 
control, and compliance of IT resources 
and company data.

• Test new packaged applications: Try out new commercial packaged applications without
putting any constraints on your existing infrastructure. Use on-demand Cloud capacity “risk
free” for testing in an environment built on the same vSphere foundation as your production
environment.

• Test upgrades of existing applications: Test application upgrades in an isolated environment,
without posing any risk to your production applications and infrastructure. Simply clone your
existing production application and migrate it to vCloud Air.

• Develop new in-house applications: Start new development initiatives and “sandbox” projects
in a Cloud environment that’s an extension of your current Data Centre—with all of the security,
networking, and compliance policies you use on-site.

• Accelerate development lifecycles: Wrap your existing infrastructure and processes in a
hybrid dev/ops model—and get applications into production faster with less cost and risk. Get
your development and IT teams working together, and gain more agility as you move between
the Cloud and your on-premises environment.

https://youtu.be/HhhqoWRZZfA
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9. How Data#3 can help
Public Cloud is becoming more pervasive and more compelling. 
Eighteen months ago the level of Cloud adoption was in its infancy. 
Eighteen months from now the change in balance between on-
premises and on-Cloud will be unrecognisable. Organisations need 
trusted advisors to help them navigate this accelerated pace of change 
and assess the best ways to incorporate solutions like vCloud Air.

Data#3 has been a VMware partner since 2003. Our partnership is based on 
long-term commitment and trust. With Data#3’s deep expertise in VMware 
technologies we can advise you on how to make the right choices based on your 
existing environment and your plans for the future. 

It’s Your Cloud. Your Way.

Data#3 delivers a combination of on-premises Private Cloud environments, 
Data#3’s own Cloud located in Australia which supports VMware virtualisation, 
and a range of vendor-based Public Cloud solutions such as vCloud Air to address 
your specific needs. Or we enable you to choose a Hybrid Cloud model – that’s 
our point of difference.

BEST PRACTICE 
CLOUD SECURITY

REDUCED COMPLEXITY 
AND COSTS FLEXIBILITY AND 

SCALABILITY

2X AUSTRALIAN-BASED 
DATACENTRES WITH 24/7 
RESOURCES AND SUPPORT

TRACK RECORD OF 
SUCCESSFUL CLOUD 
DEPLOYMENTS

https://youtu.be/Qntarvu43Ls
https://youtu.be/Qntarvu43Ls
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Follow Us:

youtube.com/Data3Limited
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1300 23 28 23  
www.data3.com

Adelaide 
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5067, Australia

Canberra 
Suite 2, Level 1 
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2612, Australia

Hobart 
16 Collins Street  
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7000, Australia

Perth 
Level 2, 76 Kings Park Road  
WEST PERTH, WA  
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